We will present an interactive computer-generated hologram technique using spherical angular spectrum. The spherical angular spectrum consists of the frequency spectrum of the object wave in all-around directions. The spherical angular spectrum is computed by a formula of the Fourier coefficients of point light source. Given a spherical angular spectrum, one can generate a planar hologram at a high speed for any given direction. We also present an interactive computer-generated hologram example using a hand-recognition sensor.
Introduction
Spherical hologram has been studied by many authors for omnidirectional recording of the object wave [1] [2] [3] . In this paper, we are going to present an interactive computer-generated hologram(CGH) technique using spherical angular spectrum. The spherical angular spectrum is a holographic data structure to record the omnidirectional information of the object wave in the 3D Fourier space. The spherical angular spectrum is an extension of our previous cylindrical frequency capturing [4] to a spherical surface. Thanks to the omnidirectional recording, one can generate a planar hologram at a high speed for any horizontal or vertical direction. It is noted that the previous version has a limitation that a hologram generation is not possible along the vertical directions. In order to generate frequency spectrum in the 3D Fourier space efficiently, a uniform sampling on sphere is considered and the formula of the Fourier coefficients of point light source is used again as the previous cylindrical case. We also present an interactive CGH simulation based on our spherical angular spectrum using a hand-recognition sensor.
Spherical angular spectrum

Review of the Fourier coefficients of point light source
We will briefly review the analytic formula of the Fourier coefficients of point light source [4] . For a field U p (x) generated by a point source at p ∈ R 3 with wavelength λ and k-Sphere S 1/λ in the 3D Fourier space, the Fourier coefficient of U p can be represented by
where k = (α, β , γ) ∈ S 1/λ is a frequency vector andŪ p is the complex amplitude of U p (x). The formula was motivated by an intuitive observation that the light generated by a point source radiates uniformly in all directions(see section 2.1 of [4] for more detailed derivation).
Uniform sampling on the k-Sphere
In order to compute a spherical angular spectrum, we need a set of sampling points on S 1/λ . The usual spherical coordinates can be a first consideration. However, it has a problem that the uniform sampling on the angle domain does not lead to the uniform sampling on the k-Sphere. For example, one has an extremely high sampling rate around the poles. Since there does not exist any special direction in the spherical capturing, a non-uniform sampling on the k-Sphere causes a severe inefficiency and a uniform sampling is required on the k-Sphere.
We are going to compute a uniform sampling on the k-Sphere by an iterative subdivision of an icosahedron mesh. In each subdivision, a triangle of the mesh is decomposed into four sub-triangles and then, the newly generated vertices are radially-projected to the k-Sphere. Letã be the edge length of the initial icosahedron circumscribed by the kSphere. Then,ã = 1/ λ sin 2π 5
, and with n subdivisions, the edge lengths of the final mesh are almost constant equal to a n =ã/2 n . Therefore, given a sampling spacing ∆ f we can choose a sufficiently large n so that a n < ∆ f . A uniform sample can be obtained by collecting the vertices of the final subdivision mesh.
Spherical angular spectrum calculation for object wave
Suppose a given object consists of points {p i } and a uniform sampling K on the k-Sphere is given. LetŪ p i be the complex amplitude of the point source at p i and let k be a frequency vector which is a sampling point in K . Then, from Eq. (1), the Fourier coefficient of the object U(x) is given by
For a proper occlusion culling, the same ray-based approach as used in [4] is applied as well. More precisely, A p i (k) = 0 in summation of Eq. (2) if the ray starting from p i with direction k intersects with the object, or the angle between k and the normal n i of p i is greater than π/2, i.e. k, n i < 0.
Planar hologram generation from spherical angular spectrum
Assume that a spherical angular spectrum A := {A(k) : k ∈ K } is given for the object U(x) and a uniform sampling K on the k-Sphere. We will explain how to calculate a planar hologram from A . Note that the local coordinates axis {u, v, n H } of the hologram plane H and the distance d of the hologram should be specified to calculate the hologram(see Fig. 1 ). The calculation procedure is as follows: (1) Identify an angular spectrum patch of A required to synthesize the CGH. (2) Rotate the angular spectrum patch by mapping {u, v, n H } to {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }. In the first step of the above procedure, the identification of the proper angular spectrum patch needs a more sophisticated technique than in the previous cylindrical angular spectrum. The neighbor frequency vector search on the cylindrical angular spectrum is immediate since the frequency vectors are arranged on an almost uniform rectangular grid, but on the spherical angular spectrum, it is impossible to give such a grid. And a naive greedy search on the spherical angular spectrum is obviously time-consuming. In order to accomplish a fast neighbor search on K , we make use of a search structure S which is nothing but a subdivision of the icosahedron. Each sampling point in K has a nearby reference point in S , and each reference point in S has all necessary neighbor points in K . With this search structure, the neighbor frequency vector search can be significantly accelerated since the number of points in S has much less than that of K . The size of the angular spectrum patch should be larger than the maximum frequency determined by the pixel size ∆p of the CGH. In addition, the size L of the CGH is related to the sampling spacing in K by ∆ f = 2 f max /N = 1/(∆pN) = 1/L. The rest steps are exactly the same as in the previous cylindrical angular spectrum.
Interactive computer-generated hologram example
We develop an interactive hologram simulation system using our spherical angular spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the overall structure of our system. A user sees a 3D graphics window which shows an object pinned at the origin and a finger tip of user. The finger tip is recognized by the Leap Motion sensor and the user can touch the object in the virtual space as seeing the object through the window (Fig. 3) . The object is rotated in an arbitrary direction by a touch of user and 1028 × 1028 CGHs with pixel size ∆p = 4.9µm and wavelength λ = 633nm are synthesized by our method at an interactive rate. In this case, we use a spherical angular spectrum with 671,088,642 frequency vectors which is obtained by 13 subdivisions of the initial icosahedron mesh of radius 1/λ , and the search structure has 642 points which are uniformly sampled among the total sampling points in the spherical angular spectrum. Fig. 3 . Photo of our interactive hologram and its screen shot.
